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09.30–10.00 Registration

10.00–10.30 Opening Remarks
   Prof. Flemming CHRISTIANSEN, PhD, Speaker, DFG GRK 1613/2
   Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

DISSERTATION PROPOSALS

10.30–11.15 Aimi MURANAKA, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen
   “Alternative for labor shortage in Japan? - Use of foreign labor”
   Comments: Ying Ding

11.15–12.00 Ningjing GE, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen
   “The gap between praxeology and practice - value shift underlying anti-corruption effort”
   Comments: Benjamin Rabe

12.00–13.15 LUNCH
13.15 – 13.45  **Lassi Laine**, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“Varieties of individuality in China”

Comments: **Clare Richardson-Barlow**

13.45–14.30  **Dominique Miguel Borm**, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“A digital revolution? Japanese movements, media and state in the internet era”

Comments: **Yu Zou**

14.30–15.00  Tea/Coffee

15.00–15.45  **Connor Malloy**, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“Urbanizing practices: A sociological study of post-relocation residential communities in urban China”

Comments: **Lassi Laine**

15.45–16.30  **Huijie Chu**, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“In dialogue with institutional reforms: Chinese students entering higher educational institutions”

Comments: **Zi Wang**

16.30–17.00  **Announcements by the Speaker**
Wednesday, June 22, 2016

DISSERTATION PROPOSALS

09.30–10.15 Diana SCHÜLER, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“New hopes, new risks - Entrepreneurship as occupational choice in South Korea”

Comments: Ningjing Ge

10.15–11.00 Clare RICHARDSON-BARLOW, PhD Candidate, Department of East Asian Studies, University of Leeds, UK

“Trade governance of renewable energies in the Asia-Pacific”

Comments: Connor Malloy

11.00–11.30 Tea/Coffee

11.30–12.00 Ying DING, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“Adaptation and contestation of ethnic identities: The Jungarian Sibe”

Comments: Dominique Miguel Borm

12.00–12.45 Benjamin RABE, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“ロボット新戦略 - Japan's second robot revolution”

Comments: Diana Schuler
12.45–14.00  LUNCH

14.00–14.45  Yu ZOU, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“Decentralization and institutionalized cooperation and forest self-governance in China, theory and experiment”

Comments: Aimi Muranaka

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

14.45–15.30  Zi WANG, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“Discourse and social institutions: Hierarchy in secondary school club activities in Japan”

Comments: Shengnan Guo

15.30–16.00  Tea/Coffee

16.00–17.45  Wenjing JIN, PhD Candidate, Department of East Asian Studies, University of Leeds, UK

“Supporter or interloper: The role of care workers in homecare in Shanghai”

Comments: Hongjin Oh

16.45–17.15  Closing remarks
Thursday, June 23, 2016

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

09.30–10.15  **Shengnan GUO**, PhD Candidate, Department of East Asian Studies, University of Leeds, UK

“Reflections on doing multi-sited fieldwork: innovations and dilemmas in a study of transnational migration of Chinese luoshang”

Comments: **Huijie Chu**

10.15–11.00  **Hongjin OH**, PhD Candidate, DFG GRK 1613 Risk and East Asia, University of Duisburg-Essen

“The transformation of Korean welfare mix: the effect of elderly care”

Comments: **Wenjing Jin**

11.00–11.15  Tea/Coffee

11.15–11.45  **Open Discussion**

  **Prof. Dr Florian COULMAS**, Senior Professor for Japanese Society and Sociolinguistics, University of Duisburg-Essen

11.45–12.00  **Closing remarks**
CONTACT
Vinita Samarasinghe
Coordinator
riskandeastasia@uni-due.de